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How can the University of California at Berkeley and Harvard University adapt to the changing competitive world of the 21st century? Is institutional change necessary at all universities? In this new century, facilitating and leading organizational change is seen as one of the most talked about issues facing academic leaders today, whether they are presidents, provosts, deans, students, or faculty members. Changes are often difficult to execute and enforce because stakeholders are constantly growing and changing. Nowadays, institutional change in higher education is considered as a natural part of human or organizational development. Institutional change is designed to improve university performance, enrich administrative staff, and re-orientate university missions and values. The process of institutional change is growing not only in the United States, but also abroad. Community colleges and universities both domestically and internationally are feeling the pressure to change daily as a result to globalization. Hence, many leaders, change agents, and others view universities as a large, complex changing industry facing many profound challenges. Although initiating “real” change is both desirable and elusive, many higher education stakeholders are afraid of changes because any changes done to universities may result in the erosion of academic freedom. Others stakeholders fear that institutional change may weaken the interdependencies between governance, finance, human resources, epistemic norms and organizational culture. As a result, implementing and initiating long-term “real” change is seen as a complex yet slow process as a result of the high bureaucratic nature of universities both from the central administrators to the top senior management teams. Thus, institutions like UC Berkeley and Harvard University must pay heavy attention to the systemic and balanced aspects of implementing “real” change that encourage stakeholders to fully embrace a shared vision of allomorphic organizational change in order to revise its hierarchal structure.
from an authoritarian figure to an entrepreneurialism that includes both convergence and divergence as well as autonomy and collegiality for universities that allows them to create an organizational saga at their institutions.

But how can UC Berkeley and Harvard University move to implement “real” change when such complexities reality exists? In order to fully understand and analyze the complexities of change, the conceptualization framework and theories surrounding institutional change must be examined in it’s entirety. Universities, like all organizations, are faced with a number of changes which are deeply rooted in their organizational structure and mission (Rebora & Turri, 2010: 2). Many elite universities like UC Berkeley and Harvard University are pressured to change as a result of fierce competition among other elite institutions, trends in student financial aid, problems arising from shared governance, and diminishing state budgets all of which forces many campuses to change dramatically (Barnett, 2011: 132).

Consequently, promoting “real” systematic changes to higher education can be seen as a complex yet odious task for many faculty members and senior management teams because these institutions are constantly facing unprecedented changes in university leadership across research, teaching, and service that particularly encompass college life.

Gumport’s most recent article in Governmental policies and organizational change in higher education suggests that organizational structure like UC Berkeley and Harvard University are facing a variety of problems within their academic structure facing issues of poor or non-existent planning, bureaucratic structures, and weak leadership among senior staff. The author outlines that universities must do better in understanding how post-secondary education relates to other social actors in order for administrators and senior management teams to implement “real” change
Facilitating and Managing Institutional Change in Higher Education

Nowadays, implementing “real” change in universities are initiated and enacted in different settings (Scheytt, 2005). Generally, institutional or organizational change is defined as ‘the observation of difference over time in one or more dimensions of an entity’ (Van de Ven & Poole, 1995). In addition, organizational change can be seen as top-down (driven by management), bottom-up (reflecting emergent or participatory-driven change), or combinations of the two (Marshall, 2010). Thus, leaders and team members who desire to activate change must be prepared to relate to internal and external events in order to enact “real” changes (Rebora & Turri, 2010: 291). Any types of change require leaders to fully understand how organizations act to control and avoid dependencies as well as how internal power distributions are affected by external dependencies (Gumport, 1999: 8).

Frequently, some common factors that have made “real” change difficult for universities are the continued rise of stakeholders, a lack of synergy among similar efforts, an inability to prioritize, and institutional isomorphism (Kezar, 2009). Other factors are caused by a lack of vision, poor implementation strategies, lack of long-term planning, and ineffective communication that impede “real” changes (Kezar, 2009). Though some changes have slightly improved these universities overtime, many higher education institutions still fail to understand how these constant changes affect their organizational structure as a result of the small interaction between higher education institution and the government (Gornitzka, 1999). Thus, many scholars define the relationship between state government and public institutions as an ‘intricate and clumsy dance with both partners often trying to play the role of lead dancer’ (Lane, 2007: 615). Hence, this makes initiating “real” change to be very slow yet quite complex as a result of the high bureaucratic nature of universities, both from the central administrators to the top senior management teams.
So question arises: is university a factory? If so, what must be done to ensure universities like UC Berkeley and Harvard University are well positioned to meet the challenges of the 21st century? That was the central key question addressed by Professor Burton R. Clark in his book "Creating Entrepreneurial Universities." In this new century, many universities like UC Berkeley and Harvard University are facing an overload of demands as a result of fierce competition and market demands (Clark, 1998: 129). In order to control demand and to enhance capability, higher education institutions must seek better strategies to achieve real transformation or what Clark proposes as the ‘entrepreneurial response’. He believes that institutions like UC Berkeley and Harvard University should endeavor to become a “focused universities” that is achieved via an entrepreneurial response. In general, an ‘entrepreneurial response’ is a self-protection concept developed to provide universities better control over their future destinies in order to satisfy all stakeholders (Clark, 1998: 148). Entrepreneurial response can be defined as a ‘simple formula for organizations to increase financial resources, reduce governmental dependency, and develop new units outside traditional departments’ (Clark, 1998: 146). In other words, an entrepreneurial response can help yield higher education institutions to have a better focus and identity that allows them to solve problems of severe imbalance (p. 147).

In this day in age, UC Berkeley and Harvard University are considered to be two of the most prestigious universities with different organizational structure and formation. Though the two institutions share similar goals and mission, both universities deal with similar conflicts and pressures i as a result of the changing knowledge in academic management, academic consumerism, and academic stratification from other higher education institutions (Gumport, 2000: 67). It is
known today that both UC Berkeley and Harvard University are facing an endowment loss from both fundraising and scholarship as a result of America’s worst economic crisis (Fair, 2009). Moreover, the increasing number of has created some tension and worry about universities ability to fulfill its overall mission (Kerr, 1991). Hence, Clark advocates not only the importance of entrepreneurship in university education, but also ‘centralized decentralization’ of university. UC Berkeley and Harvard University are increasingly changing from once a social institution to an industry of organization. Thus, the two institutions must pay more particular attention to the systemic and balanced aspects of implementing organizational change that allows faculty members and staff to fully embrace a shared vision of institutional change.

By comparing the academic and organizational chart between UC Berkeley and Harvard University, one can clearly identify multiple levels of change agents from the top senior management teams to the bottom end. These agents have created large complexities by stakeholders when promoting “real” change as a result of its bureaucratic nature within the institutional level. In order to overcome its bureaucratic nature, UC Berkeley and Harvard University must promote better strategies that allow change agents to simultaneously and synergistically perform at multiple levels where faculty members and staff can fully embrace a shared vision of “real” change (Moore 2006; Russell 2009; Southwell et al. 2005). Universities must invest more time to recruit more dedicated senior management team that fully embrace and support the university mission and vision (Clark, 2001). Additionally, they must recruit leaders who are both visionaries and implementers (Kezar, 2001). These change agents and leaders must take more obligations to better the multitude of initiatives already happening on their campuses. Although promoting these systems of change is very challenging, all universities must continue to reinvent themselves to change university
leadership from a dictator or authoritarian figure to an entrepreneurial archetype (Clark, 2001).

UC Berkeley and Harvard University as well as other higher education institutions must continue revising their academic structure in order to meet the challenges of globalization and internationalization in higher education. Universities must provide better yet new foundations for rebuilding both internal collegiality and external autonomy (Clark, 2001:23). Weick (1969) once identified universities as loosely coupled systems that are continuously recreated through interaction (p. 3). Because universities often deal with issues of lack of coordination and absence of regulations in their organizational structure, recruiting more change agents and leaders who have strong leadership of the dynamics and culture of a university is needed when implementing long-term “real” changes for universities (Marshall, 2010). Many higher education institutions seek to change overtime in order to control the demand and enhance capability. Change should often be infrequent, predictable, discussed openly, participatory, gradual, and based on consensus (Allen, 2004). Though change is neither always a good thing nor is certainly not a panacea for all the issues facing higher education, understanding how academic leadership and governance works can allow more senior management teams to achieve long-term proactive change at their universities (Kezar, 2001: 9).

A perspective that best exemplifies change is called ‘organizational allomophism’. Clark (2001) research on entrepreneurial universities clearly outlines that these institutions are either isomorphism or polymorphism (p. 10). Although isomorphism can lead to identity challenges of universities, many institutions like UC Berkeley and Harvard University are typically promoting allomorphic organizational change within their university structure as a result to the rose of globalization and the
increasing pressure for institutions to compete with other universities. In general, an ‘allomophism’ addresses how universities in various countries are developing similar patterns of university organization and practice (Yoder, 2006). These institutions like UC Berkeley and Harvard University are required to adapt certain organizational structure or practices in response to new institutional pressures. Because organizations are required to follow institutionalized archetypes, many universities give rise to a national allomorphic institutional structure (Vaira, 2004). Though UC Berkeley and Harvard University may have different academic and organizational structure, the two institutions must continue to promote proactive change by recruiting faculty members and staff that embraces a shared vision of allomorphic organizational change that includes both convergence and divergence at their institutions.

By implementing allomorphic organizational change into university education, stakeholders can play a large role to the systemic and balanced aspects that lead to “real” change within higher education institutions. Stakeholders at UC Berkeley and Harvard University must maintain a positive, transparent and supportive communication with other stakeholders that allows universities to achieve beneficial organizational change. Tolerance between stakeholders is crucial in the management of universities. In general, stakeholder groups includes governing boards, administrators, academic and other staff, students, parents, alumni, community members, and employers (Barnett, 2011: 132). They can be seen as ‘any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the firm’s objectives’ (Freeman, 1984). Because stakeholder consists of many individuals in the higher education sector, stakeholders must be identified and ranked accordingly in order to build effective work relationships that are most important to the institution. The identification of stakeholder has important implications for the very survival of the
university (Jongbloed & Enders, 2008: 308). Thus, in order to initiate allomorphic organizational change and to improve the academic structure at UC Berkeley and Harvard University, these two institutions must identify who are the stakeholders and what are their roles within the university. University should know who exactly are the stakeholder groups and what criteria are they using to judge the institution performance. By identifying how stakeholders should relate to other higher education institutions, collaboration and cooperation can easily be promoted that will give way to the importance of Organized Research Units (ORU) at various universities.

Organized Research Units (ORU) are increasingly important to contemporary higher education because these units can further enhance global agendas and increase international collaborations in American universities (Oleksiyenko & Sa, 2010:1). Moreover, organized research units can help set up research agendas as well as support faculty work on campuses like UC Berkeley and Harvard University to better forge international partnerships, conduct research overseas, and incorporate global issues into their projects (Oleksiyenko & Sa, 2010:4). From these units, universities like UC Berkeley and Harvard University would have the capacity to strengthen collaboration between other institutions as well as foster interactions between different stakeholders such as scientists, international partners and sponsors. Simply by fostering what kind of management structure is best for stakeholders, universities like UC Berkeley and Harvard University can easily embrace a shared vision of allomorphic organizational change needed to revise its hierarchal structure from an authoritarian figure to an entrepreneurialism that includes both convergence and divergence as well as collegiality and autonomy for universities to create an organizational saga at their institutions.
In closing, both UC Berkeley and Harvard University must continue to find niches that encourage more stakeholders to fully embrace the university mission for management change and purposive transformation. Despite the fact how the two institutions are completely different in organizational structure from public to private, UC Berkeley and Harvard University must to re-examine the tensions between centralized and decentralized approaches as well as the role of planning and management in order to improve funding, change governance, and embrace the culture at their universities. There must be similar and dissimilar patterns of organization and practice that allows the two institutions to actively participate to globalization. Moreover, the role of university leadership and the internal power distribution between stakeholders must be emphasized to achieve organizational change. Hence, higher education change agents are seen as important as the stakeholders because the two play an important role in the interdependencies between governance, finance, infrastructures, epistemic norms and organizational culture. Though implementing long-term “real” change is a slow yet quite complex process as a result of the high bureaucratic nature of universities, both from the central administrators to the top senior management teams, institutions like UC Berkeley and Harvard University must pay heavy attention to the systemic and balanced aspects of initiating “real” change that encourage stakeholders to fully embrace a shared vision of allomorphic organizational change in order to revise its hierarchal structure from an authoritarian figure to an entrepreneurialism that includes both convergence and divergence as well as autonomy and collegiality for universities to create an organizational saga at their institutions.
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